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KiDnasticsÃ‚Â® makes your job easier:-Simplifies instruction into three easy steps-Frames content

around just five movement categories-Increases kids&#39; movement vocabulary-Goes beyond

isolated skills to routines and sequences -Provides for individual differences-Requires little or no

spottingForget about dragging around heavy gymnastics equipment; put an end to your worries

about student safety. This book brings to life an instructional model that will change the way you

teach gymnastics. KiDnasticsÃ‚Â® is a simplification and a rethinking of traditional gymnastics.

It&#39;s a one-of-a-kind program inspired by children and built around the joy of moving and the

interplay of movement and the environment. Borrowing elements from traditional and educational

gymnastics, KiDnastics places the conceptual focus on how both traditional and nontraditional

equipment can be adapted, changed, or manipulated to produce different practice environments for

more efficient student learning. No special equipment is required, and the concepts are adaptable to

any physical education setting, regardless of resources or budget. This highly visual book takes a

unique, three-step approach to teaching gymnastics: 1. Practice single skills. 2. Sequence the skills

together.3. Perform them for an audience.To simplify instruction, the KiDnastics model frames its

content around just five movement categories: rolling, jumping, balancing, vaulting, and hanging and

climbing. The book presents 70 skills divided into 16 themes within those movement categories.

Once the students learn some basic movement skills, they combine them into sequences with

partners, trios, or small groups. The kids choreograph their own routines (often coming up with very

creative sequences) and have a blast in the process, all the while learning cooperation and

teamwork. Finally, students demonstrate their routines in a variety of ways. The book gives you tons

of ideas to help you coordinate a culminating eventÃ¢â‚¬â€•a KiDnastics showÃ¢â‚¬â€•by providing

organizational ideas, formats, checklists, and sample parental newsletters. This step-by-step line of

attack makes it easy for you to learn the KiDnastics approach and then teach it to your students.

You play the role of facilitator, presenting tasks that students practice first in one environment and

then in many different environments to expand their movement repertoires. The book includes

illustrated task cards that you can photocopy and laminate so that class preparation is

easyÃ¢â‚¬â€•just have students select task cards and then develop their own routines. This

child-centered approach applies COPEC&#39;s (Council on Physical Education for Children)

developmentally appropriate physical education practices by helping students acquire a

well-rounded movement base and challenging them to select their favorite moves and refine their

skills through practice of their own partner sequences. KiDnastics is also effective in inclusive

settings because the students work at their own ability levels in noncompetitive situations, and you



can provide for individual differences by modifying or reconfiguring the practice environment.

KiDnastics works equally well whether you prefer a child-centered, indirect, and problem-solving

style or a more direct style. It&#39;s a great way to make your job easier and at the same time help

students have more fun and achieve greater success.
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Eric Malmberg, EdD, has traveled the world studying gymnastics teaching and systems, and he has

taught gymnastics at every level from preschool to national and Olympic levels. He has coached

four national championship teams and numerous All-Americans, and he has been named National

and Regional College Gymnastics Coach of the Year many times.Malmberg is an associate

professor of physical education and former department chair at the State University of New York at

Cortland, where he was voted Ã¢â‚¬Å“most valuable facultyÃ¢â‚¬Â• by students in 2002. He has

been a member of the USA Gymnastics Education Subcommittee for many years. He is also a

member of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance; the

National Association for Sport and Physical Education; the Council on Physical Education for

Children; and the New York Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and

DanceÃ¢â‚¬â€•the latter of which recently bestowed on him an Amazing Person Award. Malmberg

is also coauthor of Sequential Gymnastics and I Can Do Gymnastics. Malmberg holds a doctorate in

teaching and curriculum from Syracuse University. He and his wife, Sue, live in Marathon, New

York, and have three kids (who, according to Malmberg, constantly reinforce the principles brought



forth in this book). In his leisure time, Malmberg enjoys hiking, kayaking, and backpacking.

this book has been a great tool in creating lesson plans for my tiny tumbler classes. It also gives

great tips and skill cards and can give to parents to take home and practice.

this is a good book for the basic basics of gymnastics.it really only centres on the floor,rings and

horse but if you want your children to get fit and healthy at home it is a great start as none of the

activities need expensive equipment and nearly no spotting from an adult.a good beginners guide

but not for everyone
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